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SAVL ROY ialaCEDM! 

Roy I.ieachum's pen being mightier than Excalibur, there is a city-wide con-

spiracy to "get even" with him. E'er the yawning gates of durance vile clank with 

him inside, his friends, particularly the numerous anonymous ones waited in his 

"Fences" column of parch 25, ought start a defense fund. 

Where oh where is the American Uivil Liberties Union when he wnd he alone 

struggles againni evil politicians on behalf of all of us, in his own wife's own 

words, "How can they take away our constitutional rights?" 

3,tag74t4The right "to keep the picket fe4e Sharon wanted all her life." 

That I do not recall mention of fees in the constitution does not mean that 

there is none to picket fences. The closest I could come in pondering this deep 

thinking was to walls, "Something there is that does not love a wall," but that is 

poetry, not law. Besides, some 30 years ago I did es ablish, in federal court, that 

the property owner owns the air above his property to the point required to enjoy 

his property, which is a constitutional right. Fences being more solid that air, 

who can say that picket fences are not a constitutional right? 
44 

He needs a defense fund, from his own words, because after so 	
ZW 	

a 

career in print and electronic journalism, including, again from his own accounts, 

executive positions and network emplpyment, in addition to employment by local TV 

etationn, the Meachuma are not liquid: "she in remaiing her 'dream house' with 

borrowed money." _:14vu td lave 	 1tkro3ikr1 k j z ,fri  

There were more than the three recent columns on this picket fence 4his,_he 

saye-faxiaig the last po)a practical suggestion might be to continue this lengthy 

es because he gets paid for each column and with these-ape a fair sample, it isn't 

all that difficult to knock them out. 

Yet 'others should rally to his side, many others erom his account, the owners of 

ee,/ 
those "hundreds of Yeti:Lorick homes" that an order to remove a fence "should throw a 

chill into." 
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That I have not seen any illegal fences in Frederick does not wean there are 

uafil 
none. He says hundreds, so hundreds it must be. Not counting  those that ,eareaialmene 

-to the 1964 orrice which, as usual, has a "grandfather" clause making them " 	e. 

C14) 
His observation of "hundreds" is 	undoubtedly,eer dependable as his allegations 

of a political conspiracy: "Friends have suggested ghat I should have been warned 

the mayor would V

• 

at even. 
De 

not ask questions about only 	ed "friends",fis 	because just 
- aatllaaia 	CU 	V-4 4vat, e as any writql  can 	 so 	it 	true. Its truth is 

fortified by the fact that "four different atto74h4 de

• 

clined our case."because they 

don't want "to get on the wrong  side of 	.1 

Where, again in his modest account, everybody( hangs on hip every,Ainted word. 

"-- .0 	fli.11') 	 Ua 	
a 
,  

Theytmay have a lawyer, though, and to protect him his names not mentioned. 
14* 

 

-katais  there must be somet ng ; do noX  see because lawyers file all papers in their 
G Vtia  V:"% 

own name and assume responsibili 	or 
umi  

. Well, maybe there can be an anonymous 

lawyer in the courts of law. We'll see. Maybe. 

I've had a few experiences with lawyers and judges and I wish thee no harm, 
'414*   -Prus,freA4h 

certainly not whenaaron atie47-hki she learned that the law applies to her and him, f   
----___ 

as it does toe,—c.rietwars—of-feuratzattotair-o, based on these experiences I 

make a few suggestions that just might be helpful because lawyers can get 
	

trouble 

they say in court what is even a little bit twisted, real trouble if it is not 

true 	 if a witness states what is not true.-4.ad can the 

Meachums sue without appearing as witnesses, under oath? 

First and foremost, I suggest what he may recall from the past, strict accuracy 
LorlIA/  

and precision.From this column a few examples of the opposite that can mean so much 

trouble in court and under oath: 
vi 

There is a "barrage of Vioublic jokes" "City Hall whispers and blatant charges 

that her husband had Well caught red handed in an illegal act."It is not the charges 

that are blatant, an indication of how helpful editing  can be, but the "illegal act". 

1"14/6113.111ivereali,"caughtrecikluledirlablatant act." Accuracy and precision. 117'1110gal  

a, ti l 
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The heachums' fen 	was impossible to miss, simply because of the public 

nature of my work." The fen e was impossible to miss because it is not like air and 
114P0-11i C4 

was very visible, 	 . It was talked and 

laughed about long before the obvious violation was charged. 

It is a nice touch that he admits, a rarity, that something "was dgmb on my part," 

but I don't think an unbiased judge would appreciate being tifold that his "dumbness" 

was merely "allowing a company 4ut up a fence" when he ordered it himself or that 

he should have "allowed" this "without checking for permit" when in ft,ct he had to 
c144. 

seekr6-1;rmit that he knows very well could not and would not have been issued. 

With typical modesty he attributes the name I've never heard of "Frederick's 

great fence war" to lformer Washington Post colleague. 

4flonymity is not losaiy willcome in some courts, as some of this language might 

not be to some local judges, particularly if they are not fond of exaggeration: 

"What did that guy (mayor ) Young do, threaten to biln down the (News—Post) building?" 

4 ae—dropping isn't always well received and irony ought not be stated as fact: 
uk friend from my television years wants me to send the stories, editorials and 

ex cutive producer) 
MY columns to '60 Minutes.'/'It's a natural,' he said, ' and you know Don Hewitt.' 

- I do." 
PP 

When he and he alone started all of this and wrote those many columns, it might 

not be well accepted if he says again that "neither Sharon not I have any desire to 

exajnd the furor" that they alglIeq ZlePqitlismattig "'outside' media might 

bi
nd an angle' that would reflect unfavoraoly on Frederick," which, of course they 

love. U4rorable reflection is, of course, possibly, but not necessarily on 

the city which has done no more than ask that he observe Oe laws. Calling what is 

no more than law enforcement " the whims of City Hall" might not go over so well with 

judges who see to it that the laws are enforced. They might not like having their 

decisions referred to as "whims." 
411 gOOL 

On the othe:- hand, despite the 24raing and stated selflessness of the Aeachums' 

interest in going to court, he says, an Tway, I don't think it will, for many reasons 

't; 11' 	7j 
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^mlu 	-fit2_ 	 11,1,OHLA.Citql  Sqlf.4.‘,6 
,,,lar_aricIA-tri-on=48-44 few selections from this(oiumn. d-out this 

-4'  monster conspiracy against him going up to and including the mayor, 44  CAI"  114  T 4 k-1)  

-asked-ttbout-some-cf-the--ntrOVerhe-can-expoxt;=be,liaveCM"I  all hisl columns examined by the 

lawyer for bhis consiracithe---nees. Credibility of a witness is always a suitable 4,41.1:/ct 

cr ietoG i2rNie 
topic of questio 	 files of the papers also include letters and commentaries 

his columns If the Fleachums do get a lawyer and do pursue this matter in 

court, he wont be much of a lawyer and he won't do them much good if he does not 

warn them that the lawyer for this alleged conspiracy will be reading excerpts from 

his c 	and asking e-eidep-lp-ques-ti-en, "ke those 0, your words?" fro 

"are they true?" 

I don't think it will got to that point. 

atatt a fund to "save 'soy beachum." 

r-rrave-Roy-keacnum-frem--himeelf?w k 

jiWi.)-;11 	1114q. 340  

But on the off chance that it does, 	friends, anonymous and other, ought 
LLq 	  

t-a-khrtroii- 
woi 'hp- Az 

to 



Roy Meachum 

Fences 

-4-4•—•••"'--- Mart of a series) 
My wife cried. 
The night that the city's Board of 

Zoning Appeals (BZA) rejected our 
request for a variance tQkeeg the picket 
Fence Sharon had wanted all her life, we 
returned home, to the property s e is 
remaking into her "dream house" — 
w•th borrowed money and lots of hard, 
irty wor — o 	art. 
Neither of us made a move to leave 

the car. Through tears of frustration, in 
a bitter tone, my wife asked: "How  can 
they take away  our  constitutional 
t.igLits? The fence bothers no onilflas 
in no one's way. How can they tell us 
what we can do, that far (18 feet) inside 
our own property line?" 

As last week's News-Post story 
reported,  Sharon's fence hits become the 
target of a barrage —orplblic jokes, City 
Hall whispers and blatant charges that 
ker huaban had iggnmq:i_r: 	red- 
ban. him an i e-ajact,, 

The sirrPle—Viith had been presented 
publicly before the BZA in December: 
We !mum e 	FencekipAthe permit 
w 	ititivorkers showeup. a com- 
pany took for granted that we had per-
mission from City Hall. This honest 
chaos, however wrong, scarcely 
amounted to Frederick's Crime of the 
Century. 

To his credit, 	local manager, 
Tom Ritter, had rd the point that our 
house's age might demand permission 
for the fence from the city's Histori 
District Commission (HDC). But, as 
former residents on East Fourth Street, 
we knew the move out North Market had 
taken us outside HDC territory. 

However, from no one did we receive 
an alert that a 1964 city ordinance pro-
hibits any fence or hedge and virtually 
all structures, including flag poles and 
rose trellises, in Frederick front or 
"street side" yards, 

According to old-timers in town, the 
law was meant to protect public safety 
and the integrity of neighborhoods, 
although the ordinance, as written, 
offers no stated purpose or guidelines. 

Furthermore, the law's enforcement 
over the years has been "spotty," at 
best. A drive around the city easily 
turns up violations against the ordi-
nance. Many, but not all the fences and 
structures, are "illegal." Some re-
ceived building permits from the city 
planning office which has relied on 
liberal interpretations, rather than 
attempting strict enforcement to avert 
the wrath of taxpayers. 

As a result, the power for permitting  

front or street side fences and structures 
rests with the descretion of city officials, 
almost entirely. 

The stated policy for tagging viola-
tions can be summed up: The planning 
office acts only upon complaints. But 
that was not the case with Walter 
Rooney. His 1985 post-and-rail fence 
caught the eye of an official "who hap-
pened to be in the neighborhood." I was 
told, by the official, he was surprised 
later to discover the fence belonged to 
Mr. Rooney, with whom he was working 
at the time,and seeing frequently, on 
another zoning matter. 
.However it happened, the order to 

tear down the Rooney fence should 
throw a chill ' 	hundreds of Frederick 

metes. t demonstrates pity aZl's 
rntifini to strike out at long-standing 
fences and structures, erected over the 
years in innocence of the ordnance's 
strict prohibitions, therefore, without 
permits. 

In fact, the Meachums' violation was 
impossible to miss, simply because of ifie )lic t  iid7mjr1=1/ or 7FM`Irit 
velT■T'ea son, wewouT 	been 
gold-plated idiots had we attempted to 
conspire to throw up the pickets with the 
hope that no one would notice, as critics 
charge. The opposite was true. 

Twice in this column, I "advertised" 
our plan to grace this old farmhouse 
with pickets out front — before Long 
Fence started the job. 

Based on past evidence of City Hall's 
close attention to this space, logic would 
suggest that someone in an official 
capacity must have been aware of the 
Meacbums' intention to "break the 
law." The second, and final. "notice" 
about the fence, appeared in the column 
on Monday, Oct. 5, four days before the 
fence went up, shortly after the annual 
county fair. 

The column, "New bride, old house," 
related our preparations for marrying 
off daughter Shawn the following month, 
including having the fence up. After the 
city planning director visited to confirm 
the order to tear down. I wondered about 



his departing remarK. oon i worry, 
Roy, your fence will still be there for the 
big wedding." 

How could he have known about the 
impending marriage and not about our 
plan to build an illegal fence? Both facts 
appeared in the same column. 

The reason for mentioning the county 
fair is because in a piece dedicated to 
relating the particular pleasures I had 
found at the fair, there was mention, 
bribf and burled, of Mayor Ronald 
Young's plan to open a restaurant 
downtown. 

Breaking the story caused the mayor 
to accuse .me of "outright lying." He 
charged the paper with a lack of ethics 
for printing the column, which sug-
gested Mr. 'Young practiced "full dis-
closure" about backing for the new 
place. 

I accused the mayor of nothing. My 
suggestion was meant to avoid the flap 
which developed when Mr. 'Young had 
opened a convenience store without 
providing financial information. 

The mayor's blast against me 
appeared six days before the column 
dealing with the upcoming wedding and 
its mention of the fence. This column's 
readership within City Hall almost cer-
tainly ran higher than usual imme-
diately after the mayor's attack. 
Wouldn't you think? 

Mr. Young's charges made the News-
Post front page. Friends have sug-
gested that I should have been warned 

„the mayor would "get even." Certainly, 
allow'ng a company to put up a fence 
ess tTi~an two weeks later 

withoutchecking for pemit-
was dumb, on my part. I plead guilty. 

On the other hand, in dealing with an 
existing fence, Sharon and I decided to 
follow the appeals process available to 
all citizens caught in our circum-
stances. Why this decision offended 
some people, I have no idea. But there is 
much about what a former Washington 
Post colleague calls "1,402erick'sgreal 
fence war" I do not unders 
--rifiencl advised us to get a lawyer to 
plead our case before the BZA. He 
called me a "damned fool" for believing 
our case would win on its przits. In any 
OM, obtaining legal counsel turned out 
to be more complicated than simply  

picking up the phone. 
When Sharon and I decided last week 

to pursue further the fight to keep her 
"dream" fence four different attorneys 
declined our case. "Frankly," one 
lawyer said, "I do too much business 
with the city to get on the wrong side of 
the mayor." 

Nevertheless, we have been the 
recepients of sympathetic guidance 
from the legal community. And finally 
we found a lawyer who considered our 
case, and on its merits is exploring 
grounds for appealing the BZA decision 
to the Circuit Court. In light of our 
earlier experience,ill..wliw_gQiiihold 	r 
-.4tornev's name, for the time being. 

Meanwhile, the fame of the "fence 
war" has slipped into metropolitan 
newsrooms. An unknown Evening Sun 
editor red-circled last Wednesday's 
News-Post headline and attached the 
story to a memo, suggesting the paper's 
columnist Dan Rodricks might want to 
check out the story. 

A morning Sun reporter called. "Two 
front page stories plus editorials?" he 
asked. "What did that guy Young do, 
threaten to burn down the (News.Post) 
building?" He was reminded of ex-
mayor William Donald Schaefer's put-
ting the squeeze on other journalists. 

A friend from my television years 
wants me to send the stories, editorials 
and my columns to "80 Minutes." "It's 
a natural," he said, "and you know 
(executive producer) Don Hewitt." I 
do. 

But neither Sharon nor I have any 
\th  desire to expand the furor. "Outside" 
media might find an "angle" that would 
reflect unfavorably on Frederick and 
this is too special a community to take 

at chance. 
We simply would like to find a legal 

way to keep my wife's picket fence. We 
obviously hope to win before the Circuit 
Court. In that happy event, we will be 
able to fight for a text amendment in the 
present ordinance with "clean hands." 
The suspicion of selfish motives will be 

I clearly removed. 
However, if in the end, the fence must 

come down, I will persevere in my 
efforts to change 	that has given 

ch misery. Whatever it take" 
Sharon an 	n't want other 
homeowners left vulnerable the way we 
wereXthkalqinsof City Hall. 


